Castings Improve as Centrifugal Sifter Prepares Finer Sand

Birdsboro, PA—As smoother molds yield better finishes, the quality of castings improves. A centrifugal separator that produces finer recycled sand has enabled Cast Rite Metal Co. to turn out aluminum castings with higher-quality surface finishes. The foundry also reports a 5% saving in labor and a similar increase in productivity as a result of using its Kason Centri-Sifter® centrifugal separator, which sifts the recycled sand to a texture “as fine as beach sand,” according to Leroy Martz, co-owner of Cast Rite Metal.

This smoother-textured sand is easier for the molder to work with. “It flows nicely into the mold and fluffs as the molder works with it,” Mr. Martz said. “No more lumps and foreign material end up in our molds. This was affecting the quality of castings, as some areas of the mold did not pack well because of lumps in the sand,” he explained.

Before the installation of the Centri-Sifter, the vibrating screen and brushes in the firm’s PK unit broke up the sand to a lesser level of fineness. The results were rougher sand particles of irregular size, and poorer surface finishes on castings. Molders spent extra time sieving the sand to pick out foreign matter, such as pieces of wood and metal. For more from Cast Rite Metal, circle E1.
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Self-Sealing Element Creates Gasket-like Seal

Macomb, MI—By creating a gasket-like seal at pressures up to 100 psi, a pre-applied, self-sealing element from Nylok Fastener Corp. is reported to eliminate the time-consuming in-house application of O-rings, gasket

At Triangle Precision Industries, you’ll find the versatile skills, machinery and expertise to deliver exactly what you need. We love the challenge of producing small, fabricated, complex parts to your most stringent requirements—and we’ve been getting it right since 1982. Phone, fax or email us today with your specs.